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DVCS in the fragmentation region of polarized electron
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For the Idnmaliral region when » hard photon ie emitted
predominantly don to the direction of motion of a longitudi-
nally polarised Initial electron end relatively •null momentum
tramssr to a proton we calculate the —'-—»V asymmetry
of a photon eudsaon. tt ericas from the toterftwnw of the
Bethe-Heitier amplitude and those which an described by a
heavy photon impact {actor. The aaiimithal asymmetry doee
not decrease in the lumt of infinite one energy. The lowest
order expression lor the Impact factor of a heavy photon ie
iniauilud.

PACS number(0: 13.80.-r, 13.tO.Hb

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently a lot of attention baa been paid to deeply
virtual Comptoa Battering (DVCS) [1-5]. It w real-
ised that then exists a dose relation with the problem
of a proton spin earned, by (hione and quaike. Indeed
the deoompoaition of *̂ ** Donfbrwwd Conpton Matter-
ing amplitude for the can whan one of photoni on-matj
•hell and another one ie off-maa «U" containe fifteen
•tructure functione and the four out of them could be
put to the leat [4,5,1,3,2]. Their first moment* determine
the Dirac, PauH, axial-vector and paeudoecalar fbrmfac-
tor* of a proton while their eeoond momenta' are related
with a proton epin fraction carried out by quarke and glu-
one and the orbital momenta of the latter. Thee* itruc-
tnre functione can be teeted in DIS experimentt with
longitudinally polariwH initial lepton aimed at measur-
ing the asimathal correlation between a real photon and
a scattered lepton. There are two mechanism* of pho-
ton emission, namely the rnniaainn from lepton (Bethe-

^ ) ) and quark lines. The last option may be
split up into two gauge-invariant mecaanisma: emission
off a valence quark of a proton and emission from a quark-
antiquark pair created by a virtual photon and a graon
out of aproton. for tte case of small angle ecatterin
(the limit of small Bjorken variable) the main i
ing in the HmU of high cms Margies oansribntion arises
from the last mechanism which we call the impact factor
(IF) mechanism which is thought of as the amplitude of
virtual photon oouversioo into real photon in the ghionic
field of proton. The effect of i ^ ^ m correlation ap-
pears as the interference of the real BH amplitude with
the pun imaginary one of IF mechanism of real photon
creation. The interference is not sero due to pure imagi-
nary tpin density matrix of the polarised lepton.

The asjmuthsl asymmetry we obtain has the •""p'rrt
form A = A|Af \*/\MBM\* ~ sin*, where + is the as-
imutha} angle between the planes formed by the mo-
menta of mitial and scattered leptons and an initial lep-
ton and photon. It was shown that the higher harmon-
ics in the Fourier decomposition of the asymmetry are
related with the structure functions menticmed above.
The contribution derived here is sensitive only to the
gloon density I J ( « , Q * ) inside a proton- For small val-
ues of energy fraction i carried by sea gluons, one has
zt(M, Q) w 6Q> (GtV), Q* ~ I CeV".

We consider below the case when the initial proton is
unpolarised and the final state is a scattered lepton, a
recoil proton and a hard photon from the fragmentation
region of initial lepton. Moreover the contribution of the
lowest order (~ oj) to the asymmetry is dealt with. The
higher PT effects were considered in the paper [3] and
took into account the BFKL ladder.

Let's consider the radiative etectron-pnton scattering,
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when we indicate in parenthons the 4-momsnU of parti-
cUs, ( if the degree of the longitodinsl poUriution of
electron. We wfll restrict ourselves to the kinematics
when the absolute magnitude of a square of transfer mo-
mentum between Initial and scattered electrons ie smaU
with respect to a cms energy squared,
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(1) mechanism is pure imaginary and may be expressed in
term* of impact factor (IP) of photon,

with

N\ = -'

Hew A = ±1 describe* the chiral state of proton, «(*,) is
the polarisation vector of photon and

the effective vertex describing th* Compton scattering [6]
fiut the quantities

i = «i[<Pi - f)» - ma, 4t = -«,[(», - * , ) » - m»]

are ejyjuessed via Sndakov variable*

« n the two-dinMOai didean
tor., transverse to the beam axi* {fci + p , + q = 0) and
*, «i ire the energy ftactiom at the •catterad electron and
photon obeying i + i i ' l , To* eorrespondini raodulu*
of the matrix element squared and ummed over polar-
iiation Btate* and the croai section can be brought to the
form [6],

(3)

with ^(Q 1 ) ie tin Dine form rector rfproton. It it
important to note that the amplitude A*** real. Con-
oder now th* 2-loop level correction to the amplitude
considered above, describing the emienoB of a hard pho-
ton from the intermediate state of a pair of charged
quarks created by virtual photon and converted to the
real one through the two graous- exchange. The eone-
sponding amplitude diffijrs from the QED one* only by

C EOj h k h
g p Q y y

the factor C = EOj.on the squares of qnark charge*
(in unit* of e) and the gluon density tactor O(i,k,Q) =
idg(x,k,Q)/d\nQ*,k* ~ Q' « : The amplitude of IP

The main contribution non-vanishing in the limit of large
$ arises from the two Feynman amplitude*. One of them,
describing the hard photon emission by the electron blob,
the so called Bethe-Keitler amplitude, hat the following
form, "here

fi>kG(k,Q,,) ,
J fc!(«-fc)J " l * *

with the tensor 1^ given in the Appendix A
In Appendix C we give the explicit* expression for IF

of heavy photon for the case when both photon* off muss
•hell. •

The relevant expression for the contribution to the
cross section look*

(5)

Performing the integrationi over d1*, d 'o . . ds - (for
details see appendices Afi), we obtain for the asymmetry,

A _ X
P>«(l + «')

«.,

where (J = |g| is the momentum tranabmd to a proton
Then we have,

fi-5L (7,

Here g+*i + p , = 0; m = 0.3 GeV is a quark constituent
mass. Besides it hat been assumed that Qf > m'
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APPENDIX A: INTEGRATION OVER VIRTUAL
CLUON MOMENTUM

Tb mlnilatti the contribution of FD containing the im-
pact factor of the heavy photon we need the trace,

M ̂  I dc i f ( i ,cQ,( l - «)Q) M ^ig{t,Qf2)

Thus to the accuracy of approximately 10% (for Q» ~
1 + 2GeK') we may put k a *' = f / J in the nonangular

. = JjT.fi- «+ + m)W + j-p,(«. - k + mh,
1

where m ia a quark maa> ana

d± = k1 -

I (A 2)

APPENDIX B. mTBGBATION OVBR QUARK
PATH MOMENTA

U«n«theSttlakovparainetriiationof4-v»ctoM,

(B1)*±A + -*- P + »±i..

*

Hj««±«th.«Mrorfractioii.ofapair|»rtid8,1,±-
their componenti of momentum tranivene to the beam
•M»iH=Pi-Pi«n<l*i«»tlie4-momenUoftheinitial
(virtual) and Anal (real) photom respectively. Uaing the
gauge invariance condition f / ^ = it ' ' /^ = 0, f = j - t
we may replace 4-vector pj in Bf (R*) by

M1

p = p _ _ p i l ^p , = »,

I t foUOT,.from tin. ooMerwtion lawi « d ,

The scalar products may be written m the form,

Using at well the Dine equation for on-man shell quarica
we bnag /„ , to the fcrm,

(B.2)

9, = « + + »+p,.

(A.3) m«

- ( — The relevant integrals bolt

0 1

Here the vectors h,k' are pure 3-dimensK»nal transveiae , . . . .
to the beam axis. ?"• "*•»«*•«» ™ »± becomes almost trivial in the

The next step is to perform the d'fc integration. We B m i t 9 ! > "i>:
suppose that small values cf |fc| dominate as this region
bmlanced by the £Ktor»»(*, |*|). The integration may
b i d ri h f o U i U i

y » ( , | | ) g
b, carried ooturing thefoUowingequaUtiei,

/ T 1 0!l , H 4 >

_ / /dPM<(g-fcy0(».fc.t
J J »[(• - *9)J + O'*(> -
0
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APPENDIX Ci IMPACT FACTOR OF HEAVY
PHOTON

which i* described by the tensor

with

The tensor l^ hai the form (ne Eq. (A.I)),

°-a+
•--8*+*.)

(C.4)

1th

a s in* + x+*_0 J , i s s m '

and P± it the permutation operator. One can argue that
the gauge condition /<"" = 0 for * = O,*7 = 0 u attuned.
Joining the denominator* with the UK of the Feynman
tncfc and petforming an integration over the tranivene
to the beam aid* component! of the quark pair momenta
we get,

The rault for IF talcw the following form (we choose only
the traosvene polariiatiou of photon* J» = i, v = j).

To obtain IF of heavy photon we oonider the (-channel
discontinuity of the heavy photon amplitude in an exter- r j = '
nal field,

(Cl)

(C.2)

(C.3)

- 9s))

with D±± deftned as above and b = k-14.0. Once again
it u clearly asm that the gauge conditioni an satufled,

It ii important to note that even for the on-maat abell
photon* 0* = Q'1 m 0 thi* expreeuon differs from the
one derived by Cheng and Wu [7]. The difference ia found
to be

r - TCW =

EfU = mJ + *%»(1 - »)«», £»°.+ = f

The reason for thi* difference U in a different definition
of the initial and Anal photon*' 4-momenta The amilar
remit* were obtained in the Ref [8]
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